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Volumetric abnormalities of the brain
in a rat model of recurrent headache
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Abstract

Voxel-based morphometry is used to detect structural brain changes in patients with migraine. However, the relevance of

migraine and structural changes is not clear. This study investigated structural brain abnormalities based on voxel-based

morphometry using a rat model of recurrent headache. The rat model was established by infusing an inflammatory soup

through supradural catheters in conscious male rats. Rats were subgrouped according to the frequency and duration of the

inflammatory soup infusion. Tactile sensory testing was conducted prior to infusion of the inflammatory soup or saline. The

periorbital tactile thresholds in the high-frequency inflammatory soup stimulation group declined persistently from day 5.

Increased white matter volume was observed in the rats three weeks after inflammatory soup stimulation, brainstem in the

in the low-frequency inflammatory soup-infusion group and cortex in the high-frequency inflammatory soup-infusion group.

After six weeks’ stimulation, rats showed gray matter volume changes. The brain structural abnormalities recovered after

the stimulation was stopped in the low-frequency inflammatory soup-infused rats and persisted even after the high-

frequency inflammatory soup stimulus stopped. The changes of voxel-based morphometry in migraineurs may be the

result of recurrent headache. Cognition, memory, and learning may play an important role in the chronification of migraines.

Reducing migraine attacks has the promise of preventing chronicity of migraine.
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Introduction

Migraine is a primary headache disorder with high

socioeconomic and personal effects.1 Chronic migraine

(CM) is the most common type of chronic daily head-

ache seen by headache specialists.2 Based on the current

classification guidelines, CM is classified as a single

entity, not a complication of migraine.3 Migraine has

been proposed to be a spectrum of illnesses, with clinical

symptoms that vary in headache-day frequency and

symptoms along a continuum from episodic migraine

(EM) to CM.4 Approximately 2.5% of patients with

EM transform to CM annually.4 With chronification,

headache frequency increases and patients become

more disabled and less responsive to therapy. Several

risk factors have been associated with migraine progres-

sion, such as female sex, basic headache frequency, caf-

feine intake, and so forth.4 However, the neurobiological

mechanisms by which some patients with EM progress
to CM remain unclear.

As a noninvasive procedure, magnetic resonance mor-
phometry has the potential to be the ideal tool for the
quest to identify morphological substrates of the disease.
One of the most widely used and validated morphomet-
ric techniques to capture structural alterations in the
brain is voxel-based morphometry (VBM). VBM is a
whole-brain method used to analyze automatically pre-
processed structural high-resolution magnetic resonance
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imaging (MRI) data by treating images as continuous
scalar measurements.5 VBM has been used to investigate
the pathophysiology of neuropsychiatric disorders, such
as Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, essential
tremor, and depression.6–8 Several studies using VBM
analysis have been performed in interictal migraineurs
(mostly on patients with EM) and have reported that
migraine has both decreases and increases gray matter
volume (GMV) in pain transmitting and modulating
areas.9–13 Despite the important information obtained
from imaging studies of migraineurs, the clinical rele-
vance of this association is not clear. It is hard to control
migraine attack completely on clinic, it is unknown
whether the morphological changes reverse after
migraine attacks stop.

Rats have a short life cycle and good homology, lon-
gitudinal brain imaging studies are much more feasible
in rodent. Animal models of migraine are available and
VBM studies have been performed in neuropathic pain
and traumatic brain injury rodent models,14,15 enabling
investigations of brain structural changes in migraine
animal models. The commonly used animal model of
migraine involves repeated infusion of an inflammatory
soup (IS) through a transcranial cannula to stimulate
trigeminovascular and meningeal afferents.16 The valid-
ity and reliability of this migraine model has been dem-
onstrated in previous studies.17–19 We prepared animal
models to mimic EM and CM using different frequencies
of IS administration. As a symptomatic manifestation of
central sensitization, the majority of migraineurs develop
cutaneous allodynia during migraine attacks and some
have persistent sensitization even during the interictal
phase.20,21 Therefore, we also tested the time course of
headache-induced cutaneous allodynia around the peri-
orbital region of the rats. We chose the model described
by Julie Wieseler because the polyurethane tubing was
suitable for MRI scanning.19 The primary aim of this
study was to (i) investigate structural brain abnormali-
ties in low frequency, high frequency, and extended high
frequency of IS-stimulated groups, (ii) determine if the
structural brain abnormalities reverse after IS stimula-
tion is stopped, and (iii) try to reveal the possible neu-
robiological mechanisms related to cutaneous allodynia.

Materials and methods

Ethical concerns and habituation

Sixty specific-pathogen-free Sprague Dawley adult male
rats (180–220 g; 6–7 weeks of age; Beijing Vital River
Laboratory Animal Technology Co., Ltd.) were used.
The rats were housed individually in a temperature-
controlled (22� 2�C) environment on a 12/12 h light/
dark cycle with the lights turned on at 07:00 and allowed
food and water ad libitum. The experimental procedures

were approved by the Laboratory Animal Center of the

General Hospital of Chinese People’s Liberation Army

(Beijing, PR China) and were consistent with the

ethical guidelines recommended by the International

Association for the Study of Pain in experimental con-

scious animals.22

The rats were habituated for three days prior to the

surgery. During the habituation period, the rats were

placed in a plastic tube restraint and the researchers

touched the periorbital region of its head several times
with von Frey monofilaments (North Coast Medical

Co., Ltd., Gilroy, CA, USA) to acclimate it to the testing

apparatus, and then measured its baseline tactile sensory

thresholds.

Groups

The rats were divided randomly according to a sequence

generated by a random-number table to avoid selection

bias. According to the frequency and duration of IS

infusion, the rats were assigned to five experimental

groups and corresponding control (Con) groups (n =

6/group), i.e., low-frequency infusion of IS (LF-IS;

once every four days for three weeks); high-frequency

infusion of IS (HF-IS; daily for three weeks); extended

high-frequency infusion of IS (HF-IS-E; daily for six

weeks); recovery after low-frequency infusion of IS

(LF-IS-R; once every four days for three weeks, stopped

for three weeks); and recovery after high-frequency infu-

sion of IS (HF-IS-R; daily for three weeks, stopped for

three weeks). The rats in the IS groups received infusions

of IS (10 lL) for 5 min and the Con groups received

sterile saline. The IS (2 mM histamine, 2 mM 5-hydroxy-

tryptamine, 2 mM bradykinin, and 0.2 mM prostaglan-

din E2 in saline; Sigma, USA) was prepared from stock

solutions prior to use. The mean duration of migraine

was about 10 years in clinical studies and as pain is an

unhappiness experience, three weeks in rats (approxi-

mate to 6–7 years in human) may be enough to mimic

clinical attacks.23 Rats infused with IS repeated three
times per week for more than eight times developed a

long-lasting decrease in periorbital pressure thresholds in

previous study.24 LF-IS group rats were infused with IS

six times totally (less than eight times) to approximate

the patients with EM. The HF-IS rats were infused with

IS daily to mimic CM.24 The animal group design is

presented in Figure 1.

Surgical procedures

The surgery was conducted according to the methods

described in our previous research.17 Briefly, the rats

were placed under general anesthesia (pentobarbital 50

mg/kg, intraperitoneal) and positioned in a stereotaxic

apparatus (ZS-B/C, Beijing, China). The duration of
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surgery was about 15 min. An incision was made on the
scalp to expose the skull. Next, two 8- to 10-mm long, 2-
mm wide and �0.5-mm deep troughs bilateral to the
midsaggital suture (3–4mm lateral to it) were drilled in
the skull to orient and secure the PE10 tubing (62310;
RWD Life Science Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China). The
catheters were then attached to the skull using 502 glue
and dental cement. Finally, the incised skin was sutured.
After surgery, rats recovered for about one week before
used to proceed with the experiments. Tactile sensory
thresholds were monitored during the recovery period
to ensure that the thresholds returned back to their pre-
operative baseline.

Tactile sensory testing

Tactile sensory testing was carried out as described pre-
viously by Oshinsky et al.25 Before the actual stimula-
tion, session rats were adapted to the plastic tube
restraint for 10 min. Stimulations were administered
when the rat was in a sniffing/no locomotion state. A
new stimulus was applied only when the rat resumed this
position and at least 30 s after the preceding stimulation.
Nociceptive thresholds were measured by perpendicular-
ly applying a Von Frey monofilament (North Coast
Medical Co., Ltd.) to the periorbital region of the rats

until a positive response was observed. The von Frey
stimuli were presented in a sequential descending order
to determine the threshold of response. The threshold is
defined as a positive response to two of three, or in some
cases three of five trials of a single von Frey monofila-
ment. Rats that did not respond to the 10 g stimulus
were assigned 10 g as their threshold for analysis.25

The evaluating experimenter was blind to the experimen-
tal group.

MRI recordings and VBM analysis

After the last infusion of IS or saline, the MRI data were
acquired using a 7.0-T Bruker Pharma Scan system
(Bruker BioSpin, Ettlingen, Germany) with a 38-mm-
diameter birdcage coil. The rats were anesthetized with
isoflurane (5% for initial induction and 1.5% during
MRI scanning) in a gas mixture of 40% O2 and 60%
N2.

26 Respiration rate were monitored throughout the
scans. T2-weighted images (T2WI) were obtained using a
2D-RARE sequence with the following parameters:
TR¼ 6200ms, TEeff¼ 24ms, flip angle¼ 180�, FOV=
35� 35mm2, matrix size¼ 256� 256, slice thick-
ness¼ 0.3mm, slice gap¼ 0mm, total scan time 20min.

All structural image post-processing was performed
by a single, experienced observer who was blinded to

Figure 1. Experimental grouping. About one week after surgery, rats received the inflammatory soup (IS) or saline. The LF-IS group
received IS once every three days for three weeks, the HF-IS group received the IS daily for three weeks, the HF-IS-E received the IS daily
for six weeks, the LF-IS-R group received the IS once every four days for three weeks following three weeks of no infusion, and the HF-
IS-R group received the IS daily for three weeks following three weeks of no infusion. Comparable control (Con) groups are indicated.
IS: inflammatory soup; Con: control.
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the treatment group. The preprocessing and data analy-
sis were performed using the spmratIHEP toolbox for
VBM analysis of rat brain images based on the
SPM8 software (Welcome Department of Cognitive
Neurology, London, UK), which comprised a set of
MRI T2WI rat brain template and corresponding
tissue probability maps (TPMs) in Paxinos and
Watson space.27,28 Because of differences between the
human and rat brain, the SPM8 processing methods
and parameter settings must be modified according to
rat brain imaging features. The voxel size of individual
brain images was scaled up in the Analyze header by 10
times to better approximate human dimensions, which
did not affect interpretation of the statistical results of
rat brain.29 Each rat’s original image was spatially nor-
malized based on the customized template and subse-
quently segmented into gray matter (GM), white
matter (WM), and cerebrospinal fluid based on the cus-
tomized priors. All the segmented images were resliced
by 1.0� 1.0� 1.0mm3 voxels. This procedure yielded
“unmodulated” GM and WM images. Then, voxel
values in segmented images of GM and WM were mul-
tiplied by the Jacobian determinants to preserve within-
voxel volumes that may have been altered during non-
linear normalization. This procedure yielded
“modulated” images, which were used for the group
comparison of GM and WM volume (GMV and
WMV). Eventually, both the unmodulated and modu-
lated images were smoothed by a Gaussian kernel of
242mm3 full width at half-maximum. Finally, to identify
the differences of GMV and WMV between IS groups
and corresponding Con groups, two-sample t-test was
performed. Brain regions with significant volume
changes in rats were yielded based on a voxel-level
height threshold of P< 0.001(uncorrected) and a
cluster-extent threshold of 100 voxels.30

Statistical analysis

The SPSS (ver. 20.0; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA)
for Windows and GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad
Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) software packages
were used for the statistical analyses and graph genera-
tion, respectively. Levene’s test for homogeneity was
conducted, and abnormally distributed data were ana-
lyzed using the Kruskal–Wallis test to determine differ-
ences among the groups. All data are presented as the
mean� standard deviation (SD). A repeated-measures
analysis of variance was used to compare von Frey
thresholds after the data were examined for normality.
Two-sample t-test was performed to examine the immu-
nohistochemistry (IHC) difference between groups.
Least significant difference T tests (when the variance
was regular) or Dunnett’s T3 tests (when the variance
was irregular) were used to compare the differences

between the groups. The level of significance was indi-

cated by P< 0.05.

Results

No evidence of brain damage, subdural hematoma, or
hemorrhage was detected on T2-weighted images and at

the time of euthanasia.

Changes in the periorbital tactile sensory threshold

The data were abnormally distributed and analyzed
using the Kruskal–Wallis test. The facial tactile thresh-

old between LF-IS and LF-Con was not different
(Kruskal–Wallis test, P> 0.05) (Figure 2). The HF-IS

group showed significantly persistent declines in perior-
bital tactile threshold than those in the HF-Con groups

from day 5 (Kruskal–Wallis test, v2¼ 11.209, P¼ 0.001)
(Figure 2). The HF-IS-E and HS-IS-R groups also

showed significant declines in periorbital tactile thresh-
olds compared with those observed in the corresponding

Con groups from day 5 (Kruskal–Wallis test, v2= 7.084,
P¼ 0.008 and v2¼ 7.820, P¼ 0.005, respectively)

(Figure 3). No significant differences in the periorbital
tactile thresholds were found between the LF-IS-R and

LF-Con-R groups (Kruskal–Wallis test, P> 0.05)
(Figure 3). These results indicate that only high-

frequency infusion of IS led to hyperalgesia and that
this state continued to persist after withdrawing the infu-

sion three weeks later.

Figure 2. Periorbital tactile thresholds during the three-week
experiment. Mean� standard deviation values are shown. The
horizontal axis shows the time after measurement, and the vertical
axis shows the periorbital tactile withdrawal thresholds of the rats.
The HF-IS group exhibited significant decreases in periorbital
tactile thresholds compared with the HF-Con group (***P< 0.001)
from day 5 of the study. No significant differences were shown
between the LF-IS and LF-Con groups.
HF: high frequency; LF: low frequency; IS: inflammatory soup; Con:
control.
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Voxel-based morphometry

Significant increases in white matter volume (WMV)
were localized in the medulla oblongata and

tegmentum of the pons in the LF-IS group compared
to the LF-Con group (Figure 4(a) and Table 1)
(P< 0.001, uncorrected, extent threshold k¼ 100
voxels). Several areas in the HF-IS group showed
relative increases in WMV compared to the
HF-Con group. These areas included the prefrontal
cortex (comprising the cingulate gyrus, anterior cingu-
late cortex, and medial and prefrontal cortex), the pre-
limbic cortex, hippocampus, corpus callosum, and
motor cortex (Figure 4(b) and Table 1) (P< 0.001,
uncorrected, extent threshold k¼ 100 voxels). No sig-
nificant differences in GMV or WMW were found
between the LF-IS-R and LF-Con-R groups.
Significant increases in WMV were localized to basal
ganglia, corpus callosum, and hippocampus in the HF-
IS-R group compared with the HF-Con-R group
(Figure 5(a)). The thalamus, periaqueductal gray
(PAG), and tegmentum of the pons showed increased
GMV in the HF-IS-R group compared with those in
the HF-Con-R group (Figure 5(b), Tables 1 and 2)
(P< 0.001, uncorrected, extent threshold k¼ 100
voxels). The HF-IS-E group showed significantly
increased WMV (P< 0.001, uncorrected, extent thresh-
old k¼ 100 voxels) in the prefrontal cortex, hippocam-
pus, corpus callosum, and basal ganglia compared with
the HF-Con-E group (Figure 6(a)). Areas of decreased
GMV included the corpus callosum, basal ganglia, and
sensory cortex in the HF-IS-E group compared with
the HF-Con-E group, whereas an increase in GMV
was detected in the hypothalamus (P< 0.001, uncor-
rected, extent threshold k¼ 100 voxels) (Figure 6(b),
Tables 1 and 2).

Figure 3. Periorbital tactile thresholds during the six-week
experiment. Mean� standard deviation values are shown. The
horizontal axis shows time after measurement, and the vertical
axis shows the periorbital tactile withdrawal thresholds of the rats.
The HF-IS-E group exhibited significant decreases in periorbital
tactile thresholds compared with the HF-Con-E group (**P< 0.01)
from day 5 of the study. Periorbital tactile thresholds decreased
persistently in the HF-IS-R group compared with those in the
HF-IS-Con group, even after the IS infusion was stopped
(##P< 0.01). No significant differences were shown between
the LF-IS-R and LF-Con-R groups.
HF: high frequency; LF: low frequency; E: extension; R: recovery;
IS: inflammatory soup; Con: control.

Figure 4. Colored voxels represent clusters of significant regional white matter volume increases in the LF-IS group compared with the
LF-Con group (a) and the HF-IS group compared with the HF-Con group (b) (P< 0.001, uncorrected, extent threshold k¼ 100 voxels)
imposed on a T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging template as well as on the rat atlas structures. Details of the clusters shown are
reported in Table 1.
HF: high frequency; LF: low frequency; IS: inflammatory soup; Con: control.
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Discussion

The present study examined the time course of recurrent
headache-induced structural brain changes in male rats

based on the VBM method. We also found the possible
structural brain changes associated with periorbital tac-
tile hypersensitivity in IS-infused rats. The key findings

of this study are (1) increases in brainstem WMV were
observed in the LF-IS group (rat model of EM); areas
involved in the processing, modulation, integration, and

memory related to pain, including the prefrontal cortex,
prelimbic cortex, hippocampus, corpus callosum, and
motor cortex showed increases in WMV in the HF-IS

group (rat model of CM); (2) as the stimulus time
increased, GMV decreased in the corpus callosum,
basal ganglia, and sensory cortex, but increased in the

hypothalamus of the HF-IS-E group; (3) the brain struc-
tural abnormalities in the LF-IS-R group recovered after
the stimulation was stopped and the brain structural

abnormalities persisted after giving high-frequency IS
stimulation, even after the stimulus was stopped; (4)

cutaneous allodynia may be associated with structural
changes in the pain-integrating and memory areas,
including the prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, and

corpus callosum.
Despite the large number of human structural imag-

ing studies in patients with migraine showing brain mor-
phological changes related to migraine,9,31,32 reports of
structural imaging in rodent models of migraine are not

available. The prevailing view indicates that migraine is
abnormal brain functioning that depends on the

activation and sensitization of the trigeminovascular
pathway.33 Existing evidence clearly supports the
notion that the brainstem has an important role in the
complex pathophysiology of migraine.34 Consistent with
previous MRI studies in patients with migraine,35–37

structural abnormalities were found in the brainstem
(including the medulla oblongata, tegmentum of pons,
and PAG) in our study. The LF-IS group showed
increased WMV in the medulla oblongata and tegmen-
tum of the pons, suggesting that the brainstem may be
involved in the early onset of migraine.

With the increased stimulation of IS (the HF-IS infu-
sion group), brain regions involved in the processing,
modulation, integration, affection, and memory related
to pain, including the prefrontal cortex, prelimbic
cortex, hippocampus, corpus callosum, basal ganglia,
thalamus, and motor cortex showed increased WMV.
This may indicate the secondary and even third pain proc-
essing regions are involved in CM instead of brainstem.
WM lesions have been found associated with headache
patients in clinics.38 The WMV changes found in the
shorter IS-infused groups in our study indicate that
WM is associated with headache and it exists in early
stage. Besides similar WMV changes in brain areas with
the HF-IS infusion group, a decrease in GMV in the
corpus callosum, basal ganglia, and sensory cortex devel-
oped with continual dural stimulation (the HF-IS-E
group). The decreased GMV changes were consistent
with the results of some patients with migraine.12,39

Clinical researches in migraine showed structural changes
in basal ganglia, cingulate cortex, sensory cortex, and so

Table 1. Brain regions with significant WMV changes in rats.

Cluster or region of interest

Coordinates of peak(s)

voxel (x, y, z) Peak T value Effect direction

Medulla oblongata 2.4, 8.0, �13.3 7.04 LF-IS>LF-Con

Tegmentum of pons 2.3, 7.4, �10.7 5.16 LF-IS>LF-Con

Prefrontal cortex (cingulate gyrus,

anterior cingulate cortex,

medial prefrontal cortex)

1.2, 2.3, 1.6

1.0, 1.7, 1.3

8.03

6.78

HF-IS>HF-Con

HF-IS-E>HF-Con-E

Hippocampus �3.8, 2.4, �6.8

2.2, 1.9, �4.9

2.9, 2.2, �5.6

4.53

4.26

5.10

HF-IS>HF-Con

HF-IS-R>HF-Con-R

HF-IS-E>HF-Con-E

Prelimbic cortex 1.2, 2.7, 2.8 3.34 HF-IS>HF-Con

Corpus callosum 1.1, 1.9, �0.8

2.3,1.5, �4.4

2.7,1.5, �4.7

4.27

4.34

5.65

HF-IS>HF-Con

HF-IS-R>HF-Con-R

HF-IS-E>HF-Con-E

Basal ganglia 1.7, 3.5, 2.2 3.66 HF-IS-R>HF-Con-R

Thalamus �0.9,1.8, �1.6 5.19 HF-IS-E>HF-Con-E

Motor cortex 1.2,1.1, �2.3 6.01 HF-IS>HF-Con

Regions with changes in WMV were found in rats induced by subcranial (supradural) infusion of inflammatory soup compared

with saline-treated control rats. The coordinates according to Paxinos and Watson are given in mm x (0¼ centre, left is

negative), y (ventral to dorsal), and z (relative to bregma). WMV: white matter volume.
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forth were associated with headache attack.40,41

The structural brain changes in the HF-IS-E group were
associated with repeated stimulation of the meningeal
afferents, which indicate that the structural changes in
migraine patients may be a consequence of repeated,
long-term nociceptive signaling. Moreover, the result fur-
ther suggested that WM may change prior to GM in pain

condition. Further research can be focused on WM for
the interpretation of pain mechanism.

As in previous study, long-lasting cutaneous allody-
nia did not exist in the LF-IS group after six IS infu-
sions.24 In the VBM analysis, no supratentorial brain
structural changes were shown in the LF-IS group and
the brain structural abnormality recovered after

Figure 5. Clusters of significant regional white matter volume increases in the HF-IS-R group compared with the HFCon-R group (a) and
increased gray matter volume (red) and decreased gray matter volume (blue) (b) imposed on the T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging
template as well as on the rat atlas structures (P< 0.001, uncorrected, extent threshold k¼ 100 voxels). Details of the clusters shown are
reported in Tables 1 and 2. HF: high frequency; LF: low frequency; IS: inflammatory soup; Con: control.

Jia et al. 7



stopping stimulation in the low-frequency IS-infusion
rats (LF-IS-R group). Rats received high-frequency infu-
sion of IS showed significant and persisted tactile hyper-
algesia even after the stimulation stopped. The
corresponding changes between behavior and VBM
changes suggested VBM may be used to monitor the
progress of migraine. Except the similar WMV changes
with the HF-IS infusion group, areas related to pain
modulation, including the pons, PAG, and thalamic
GMV increased in the HF-IS-R group as observation
time increased, even after IS stimulation was stopped.
This indicated that the brainstem may be contributed
to the generation of migraine. At the same time, the
hippocampal GMV declined in the HF-IS-R group com-
pared with HF-Con-R, which is consistent with clinical
results in patients with migraine.42 The behavioral and
imaging results in the LF-IS-R and HF-IS-R groups
may support the phenomenon that basic headache fre-
quency is associated with migraine progression and
reducing migraine attacks in early stage may has the
promise of preventing chronicity of migraine or even
to reverse it. A longitudinal MRI study performed in
the spared nerve injury model reported that increased
hyperalgesia is associated with decreased volumes in
bilateral S1 hindlimb areas, the anterior cingulate
cortex, and the insula.43 The cutaneous allodynia was
existed in the high-frequency IS-stimulation groups,
which may be associated with persisted structural
changes in the prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, and
corpus callosum in those groups. The prefrontal cortex
is one of the most prominent areas associated with brain
abnormalities in migraine patients, some of them found
they were correlated with attack frequency or disease
duration.44 The prefrontal cortex is thought to mediate
part of the cognitive dimension of pain processing asso-
ciated with localization and encoding of the attending
stimulus.45 Previous studies have suggested that the

medial/prefrontal cortex may play a specific role medi-
ating the attenuation of pain perception via cognitive
control mechanisms, which are associated with pain
modulation.46 The anterior cingulate cortex is believed
to play a critical role in complex cognitive processing,
target detection, and response selection and inhibi-
tion.45,47 Numerous studies have provided evidence
that the anterior cingulate cortex is engaged in the cog-
nitive–attentional response to pain and the unpleasant
emotional experience from pain.48 Both the hippocam-
pus and corpus callosum play important roles in learning
and memory.49 Previous studies have suggested that pain
memory is encoded within the nervous system and that
reversing this pain memory may be the key to terminat-
ing chronic pain disorders.50 The results of our study
further indicate that cutaneous allodynia is more preva-
lent in CM especially in interictal phase and may result
from structural abnormalities related to cognition,
memory, and learning.

Although there are important benefits of using animal
models in brain imaging research, particularly in longi-
tudinal MRI studies, there are several shortcomings in
pain models, especially migraine-related pain. First, the
number of rats in each group was relatively small and a
longer time is needed for a better comparison to patients
with migraine. However, the supradural IS stimulation is
a painful experience and the high-frequency infused rats
were irritated during the late phase. Second, although
the rats may have shown decreased tactile sensory
threshold in the periorbital region, whether they were
suffering from headache is unknown. However, the con-
sistent structural brain findings with clinical researches
in migraine patients may further underscore the utility of
IS-infusion rats as a model of migraine in humans.
Finally, only male rats were used in our study, we
chose male rats to avoid the possible confounding effects
of differences in estrous cycles among the female rats.

Table 2. Brain regions with significant GMV changes in rats.

Cluster or region of interest

Coordinates of peak(s)

voxel (x, y, z)

Peak

T value Effect direction

Tegmentum of pons �1.7, 9.4, �12.6 3.81 HF-IS-R>HF-Con-R

Periaqueductal gray 0.7, 4.9, �6.4 3.62 HF-IS-R>HF-Con-R

Hippocampus �4.5, 5.7, �5.4 3.98 HF-Con-R>HF-IS-R

Corpus callosum �5.3, 4.7, –1.1 5.08 HF-Con-E>HF-IS-E

Basal ganglia �5.1, 4.7, �1.6 4.77 HF-Con-E>HF-IS-E

Thalamus �2.1, 9.2, �12.4 4.16 HF-IS-R>HF-Con-R

Sensory cortex �6.4, 3.9, �3.0 5.66 HF-Con-E>HF-IS-E

Areas with GMV changes were found in rats induced by supradural infusion of inflammatory soup compared with saline treated

control rats. The coordinates according to Paxinos and Watson are given in mm x (0¼ centre, left is negative), y (ventral to dorsal),

and z (relative to bregma).

GMV: gray matter volume.

8 Molecular Pain



Further studies can be performed on female rats to avoid

gender bias.

Conclusion

In summary, longitudinal whole-brain VBM studies

demonstrated that a structural abnormality in the brain-

stem may be involved in early onset of migraine and

contributed to the generation of migraine. The changes

of VBM in migraineurs may be a consequence of recur-

rent headache. VBM can be used to monitor the prog-

ress of migraine. The prefrontal cortex, hippocampus,

and corpus callosum may be correlated with cutaneous

allodynia in interictal phase. Structural changes in brain

may be reversed in EM if migraine attack were

prevented.

Figure 6. Changes in brain volume imposed on the T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging template as well as on the rat atlas
structures in the HF-IS-E rats. (a) Regions of white matter volume are shown; (b) increased gray matter volume (red) and decreased gray
matter volume (blue) are shown (P< 0.001, uncorrected, extent threshold k¼ 100 voxels). Details of the clusters shown are reported in
Tables 1 and 2.
HF: high frequency; LF: low frequency; E: extension; IS: inflammatory soup; Con: control.
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